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ABSTRACT   

A different texts encryption technique is presented in this paper. The sensitive information is encrypted in 

different manner via using circular link lists as data structure that contains different encryption algorithms 

such as: LU and LEE, Rabin, Okamoto-Uchiyama, McEliece and Paillier algorithms. Using circular link lists 

as data structure aims for making the information ciphering most secure. The main idea of using circular link 

lists is making each character of sensitive information will encrypt by different cipher method in each 

iteration of encryption process. The above encryption algorithms are scheduled in circular link lists and 

selected via execution process respectively. The sensitive information that used in this work are consist of 

English and Arabic texts. So, the special characters and symbols are considered. The merge text from 

different languages such as English and Arabic with its special characters and symbols is encrypted 

effectively. When a different text encryption technique is implemented, the experimental results illustrate the 

high level of security, the ability to cipher merge texts and efficiency. The security, integrity and complexity 

are satisfied in this work.  
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1. Introduction  

In the last decade, many of protection applications are produced because development of networking and 

communicating infrastructures [1]. However, all parties consider the cryptography is alone suitable efficient 

method to protect information via insecure transmission channels. Converting process of information that 

considered as understood quantity into a way which allows the unauthorized parties cannot understand its 

content is called cryptography [2]. To obtain strong or good encryption algorithm, must applying a proposed 

different manner or complex mathematics [3]. The strong point of the proposed different texts cryptography 

method is using proposed manner to schedule and regulate set of cipher methods that is circular link list data 

structure. This manner gives ciphering a character with different used methods that stored via circular link list 

initially.  The process of these different cipher methods is controlled by four parameters: control key, flag, 

pointers and counters [4]. The background theoretical of used encryption algorithms is illustrated in the 

following section shortly.  

 

2. LU and LEE, Rabin, Okamoto-Uchiyama, McEliece and Paillier algorithms 

The LU and LEE who proposed this method of encryption to overtake all drawbacks of RSA. therefore, it gives 

more advantages than RSA practically. The speed of LU and LEE is fast than RSA because its processes of 

encryption and decryption are much simpler since their mathematics foundations such as arrays. It requires key 

generation initially. In this process, choose p and q as prime, then find n from product p and q. a11, a12, a21, a22 

are selected and must be satisfy a11*a22 – a12*a21! = 0, to calculate integer b1 and b2, applying Euclid’s algorithm 

with condition b1*p – b2*q =1. after that we find C1, C2 by applying C1 = ((a21 - a11) * b1 * p + a11) mod and 

C2 = ((a22 – a12) * b1 * p +a12) mod n to obtain public key that consists of (p, q, b1, b2, a11, a12, a21, a22). To 
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cipher the information, must be divided into pair number m1&m2 satisfying 0 < m1 < S1 and 0 < m2 < S2 then 

we apply the C = C1 *m1 + C2* m2 mod n to obtain encrypted text. While decryption process is executed by 

applying the following relations: M1=(C’a22-C''a12)/(a11a22-a12a21) and M2=(C''a11-C'a21)/ (a11a22-

a12a21), and C '=C Mod P, C'' =C Mod Q [5]. 

Rabin cipher is like RSA essentially but choice of e is an optimal. its security is more closely with factoring 

process than RSA. it is important making a rule for choosing the accept solution in decryption process. if N = 

p*q then p and q are primes distinct amd squaring is a four-to-one map. as with RSA, the m value in encryption 

process is a symmetric key actually. to simplify taking of square roots, the choice of p, q ≡ 3 (mod 4). the Rabin 

method is used with other moduli efficiently. Since it includes the squaring operation and it assumes the security, 

the square roots computing modulo N is related. This means in turn is equivalent to factoring process. The main 

different feature of Rabin comparing with RSA is hardness of breaking. the public and private keys are used in 

Rabin cipher as all asymmetric cryptosystems works. The public key is used for encryption process and 

published, while the private key is possessed by the recipient. the public and private keys are generated by 

generating pair primes p and q as large random with same size roughly. To obtain n value, multiply p with q. 

the public key is n and private key is (p,q). in encryption process, the message or information is represented by 

integer form m with R [0, 1…n-1] and we find c value that represents cipher text by applying following relation:  

C = m^2 Mod n, Sending c value to recipient via communication channel [6]. While in decryption process, to 

obtain plain text from c must using private key to result m1, m2, m3 and m4 by applying the following relations:        

   

 

To find a, b values, by applying the following relations: 

a=q* (q-1 Mod p), b=p* (p-1 Mod q). finding possible solutions that are four: M1= (am1+bm3) Mod n, M2= 

(am1+bm4) Mod n, M3= (am2+bm3) Mod n and M4= (am2+bm4) Mod n. Recover m after we choose one of 

them if it is English text then it is easy to recover but if message random bit stream like such as digital signature 

or key generation there must add some text before encryption process.so, Gcd (m, n) ≠ 1, the cipher text c 

doesn’t have four square, but rather only one or two. 

The OU (Okamoto-Uchiyama) considered as a part of cryptographic. information sending by sender to pass it 

via a known communication tool between them, main goal is concealing information from unauthorized or a 

third party. the encryption process is done by sending party and the decryption process is done to result the 

messages before actions of encryption process by receiving party. With OU, the security is sent with a public 

communication since using a variable random probabilistic which prevents unauthorized or a third party from 

determining which ciphered information produced from a special plaintext. the secret or private p, q and (n = 

p2 q) as not private are generated then distributed via a secured channel as communication tool between them. 

The OU as shown in following steps [7]:  

1. 𝑔𝑛𝑛 = 𝑝2𝑞p and q as pair large prime will generate and set  

2.  g ∈ (Z/nZ)* is Choosing and 𝑔𝑝 ≠ 1 Mod 𝑝2. 

3. Assume h=    Mod n. 

4. The (n,g,h)  are considered as not private and (p,q) are considered as not public. 

In ciphering process, a message or information m is encrypted, where m is an element in Z/pZ according to 

below steps: 

1. Select r ∈ Z/nZ at random. 

2. 𝐿(𝑥) =
𝑥−1

𝑝
𝑔𝑚 ℎ𝑟Cipher text C = mod n. 

𝑚 =
𝐿(𝐶𝑝−1𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑒2)

𝐿(𝑔𝑝−1𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑒2)
𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑒While in deciphering process, if we define  

and the decryption process is done by applying the following relation:  

 

The McEliece cryptosystem considered as one of the most promising algorithms that uses public-key 

technique. It differs from other public-key cryptosystem because exploiting discrete logarithms or integer 

factorization processes, the private key of McEliece adopts the matrix generator of a binary Goppa code and 

exploits a dense change that happen by set of actions such as transformation and permutation matrix for 

disguising the private key into the public. the McEliece cryptosystem has main advantage that its encryption 

and decryption procedures are fast. it requires lower number of operations like RSA significantly. While its 

m1 =C^ ((p+1)/4 Mod p, m2 = (p-C^ ((p+1)/4)) Mod p 

m3 =C^ ((q+1)/4) Mod q, m4 = (q-C^ ((q+1)/4)) Mod q 
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n 

disadvantages are two basically, low rate of encryption process and large size of key. The main reason of both 

is the binary Goppa codes that based on generally. Basically, the main model of McEliece cryptosystem is 

illustrated in figure1 below [8]. 

 
Figure 1. McEliece cryptosystem model 

 

The private and public keys in McEliece Cryptosystem are generated according to following steps[9]: 

1. k, n, and t are fixed integers that considered as parameters of system. 

2. The steps 3 – 7 are performed by each entity A.  

3. The G is generation and k *n is chosen.  The linear code as binary (n, k) that correct errors denoted by t, an 

efficient algorithm of decoding is known. 

4. a random k*k is selected as non-singular matrix S. 

5. P is permutation matrix and a random n* n is selected. 

6. When G‘= SGP, the k*n matrix is computed. 

7.  (G ‘, t) are public and (S, G, P) are private. 

In ciphering process, many actions must be done by the sender as illustrated in the following steps: 

1. The (G‘, t) are obtained as authentic keys. 

2. the message is represented by binary string m with length k. 

3. 3. An error vector z that random binary is chosen with n length that at most t 1’s. 

4. c = m*G’ + z is computed. 

5. the cipher text c is sent to A. 

While in deciphering process, to recover original information or plain text from cipher text according to 

following steps: 

1. c‘= c*P−1 is compute and P-1 is an inverse of P matrix. 

2. to decode c‘to m‘, the generated code by G is use decoding algorithm.  

3. m = m ‘*S−1 is computed. 

 

Paillier cryptosystem produces a new scheme of probabilistic encryption by calculating computations of Z∗ n2 

group, where RSA modulus is denoted by n. it has features that more attractive. this process makes one execution 

with many bits with an expansion factor that considered as constant, an efficient decryption process is obtained 

[10]. 

with generation process, the public and secret keys are generated via applying many steps as shown in the 

following steps: 

1. the pair p and q randomly chosen that large and 

that considered as independent for each to satisfy gcd (p*q,(p − 1)(q − 1)) = 1.  (for both prime equivalent 

size).  

2. n = p q  and h = lcm(e − 1, q − 1) are computed. 

3. Select g as random integer that: g ∈ Z* 2.  

4. the n must divides g order by checking the existence of following modular multiplicative inverse: µ = (L(gλ 

n 
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n 

mod n2 )) -1 Mod n , function L is defined :  L(u) = u –1. 

5. The (n , g) are keys as public, while (λ , µ) are keys as private. 

In ciphering process, the encryption is done via applying many steps by the sender as shown in the following 

steps: 

1. m is a message that will encrypt if N ∈ Zn 

2. r is random and selected if r ∈ Z*
n 

3. obtaining cipher text: c = gm * rn Mod n2 

While in deciphering process, to recover original information from cipher text according to following steps: 

1. Cipher text c ∈ Z*2 

2. Compute message: m = L(cλ mod n2) * µ mod n. 

 

3. Related work 

Using data structures with cipher methods to produce proposed cryptographic method is considered as newest 

method. This type of framework is beginning take place in papers of researchers. In [11], the multiple algorithms 

of encryption via cloud computing environment based on circular queue as data structure to increase security of 

ciphering process via adding complexity. In [12], there are many cipher algorithms that works together as hybrid 

manner used to encrypt information based on circular queue as data structure with control key to regulate the 

process avoiding redundancy.    

 

4. Proposed method 

The hybrid text such as English or Arabic or both if merge is encrypted by using different public key 

cryptosystem methods that works together with different manner. Using these cipher methods with circular link 

list data structure for scheduling them is strengthen the proposed cipher method. The obtained outputs of this 

proposed cipher method is more complexity than other cipher methods if applied separately. Using circular link 

list data structure for scheduling different public key cryptosystem methods prevents the frequency of cipher 

process. So, it prevents success guessing for original information. The proposed method consists of initialization 

stage, data structure creation stage, setting stage, pre-encryption stage, encryption stage, post-encryption, 

transmission stage, reception stage, pre-decryption and stage of decryption. The block diagram of proposed 

cipher technique is shown by figure 2. All these stages are explained with figures in this section. 

  

 

 

 

  

       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed method 
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Here, loading file of critical information or plaintext then determining nature or type of loaded information, 

which language is used for writing it (Arabic or English or both) and reformatting the loaded information 

according to cryptosystem methods used in this work based on type of input for cryptosystem methods used 

such as an integer or binary. The last process in this stage is preparing the loaded information by removing 

special characters and separators if they not required for encryption task.      

  

4.2 DS creation stage 

A circular link list as structure of data is created. The required size of created circular link list is five since the 

number of cipher methods that used in the proposed method is five as we seen above. the created circular link 

list includes five nodes and each node of them consists of two parts, the first part contains data detail and the 

second part contains pointing or addressing detail. So, it includes more than one pointer for moving between 

nodes of created circular link list. The first node is specified by using external pointer. The circular link list data 

structure is shown in figure 3.       

 

 

 

  

 

                        

 

Figure 3. Circular link list data structure 

 

4.3 Setting stage 

 

In this stage, reading all nodes of the created circular link list with an integer value. The first node contains 11 

value that refers to LU and LEE cipher method, the second node contains 22 value that refers to Rabin cipher 

method, The third node contains 33 value that refers to Okamoto-Uchiyama (OU) cipher method. The fourth 

node contains 44 value that refers to McEliece cipher method and the fifth node contains 55 value that refers to 

Paillier cipher method. All these cipher methods with its values are stored in setting file that shown in table 1 

below: 

   

Table 1. Setting file 

No. Abbreviation Method ID Method Name 

1 LL 11 LU and LEE 

2 RR 22 Rabin 

3 OU 33 
Okamoto-Uchiyama 

(OU) 

4 ME 44 McEliece 

5 PP 55 Paillier 

 

4.4 Pre-encryption stage 

 

In this stage, reading each information part of the created circular link list to specify which cipher method will 

used for encryption information based on setting file. The initialized sensitive information is loaded and 

reformatted according to specified cipher method by setting file. The last task in this stage is generating of keys 

related to specified cipher method by setting file. The initialized sensitive information, the specified cipher 

method by setting file will use and private and public keys are ready. 

  

4.5 Encryption stage 

Applying encryption algorithm requires loading and reading outputs of previous stage. The initialized sensitive 

information, the specified cipher method by setting file and encryption keys(private and public) will read then 

apply encryption algorithm and store result text in new file. The encryption algorithm is consist of many steps 

that shown in algorithm 1 below and figure 4 shows the procedures of encryption.     

Algorithm 1: Process of encryption  

Last Node    First Node 

● ● ● ● ● 
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Input: mi, xi.  

Output: ci.  

 Begin 

   Load initialized sensitive information as mi file;  

 While mi is not empty file    

Reading mi; 

while mi is not space or special character  

Load and read setting file; 

Read created circular link list based on setting file 

Generate all required keys; 

Apply specified ciphering style by created link list that is circular with mi using xi ; 

Ci is saved as obtained result in new file; 

END 

END.  

 

 
Figure 4. Procedures of encryption process 

 

4.6  Transmission stage 

The obtained encrypted information from encryption stage is transmitted via insecure communication channel 

to the receiver. The communication channel is based on internet. To send encrypted information, there are many 

applications and techniques that requires internet. The used communication channel must be considered many 

factors such as size of transmitted file and noises via transmission channel.  

 

4.7  Reception stage 

There are two main tasks of this stage, the first task is receiving transmitted information by receiver and storing 

it. The second task is preparing ciphered text for decryption process. The receiver sends acknowledgement to 

sender for ensuing receiving ciphered text that transmitted from him.   

4.8  Pre-decryption stage 

LL RR OU ME PP 

Front 

● ● ● ● ● 11 22 33 44 55 

Rear 

Processing Unit 

Keys  

Generation 
Setting File Plaint Text Preparing  

Secret & Public Keys Selected Enc. Meth. from CLL   Reformatted Plaint Text  

Applying Selected Encryption. Method from CLL   

Encrypted Text 

Save Result in New File  

Goto New Iteration 
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The receiver reads information parts for each node of created circular link list to know scheduling of 

cryptosystem algorithms. The setting file is loaded to achieve matching process between method id and method 

name to select it for decryption process. The last task in this stage is preparing keys used in decryption operation.   

4.9  Decryption stage 

Applying decryption algorithm requires loading and reading outputs of pre decryption stage. The prepared 

encrypted information, the specified decipher method according to setting file and decryption keys(private and 

public) will read then apply decryption algorithm and store original information as result text in new file. The 

decryption algorithm is consisting of many steps that shown in algorithm 2 and figure 5 shows decryption 

operation.                                        

Algorithm 2: Process of Decryption. 

As Input: ci, xi.  

As Output: mi 

Begin 

Loading transmitted information ci file; 

if ci is not empty file 

Reading ci; 

while ci is not number or space then 

Load and reading setting file; 

Read created circular link list based on setting file 

Generate all required keys; 

Apply specified deciphering technique by created link list that circular with ci by xi; 

pi is saved as obtained result with newer file; 

END 

END. 

 

 
Figure 5. Process of decryption 

5. Results 

LL RR OU ME PP 
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Setting File Cipher Text 
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Secret & Public Keys Selected Dec. Meth. from CLL   Prepared Cipher Text  

Applying Selected Decryption. Method from CLL   

Plain Text 

Save Result in New File  
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This section deals with practical implementation of the proposed cryptographic method. The type of language 

that used to write sensitive information is English. The space and special symbols built in plaintext are not 

ciphered generally. The execution time of used cryptosystem methods is calculated. Table 2 shows the 

comparison between them according to many factors that considered such as security, running time, efficiency 

and complexity.    The cryptography technique used here is more effectiveness than different other ciphering 

styles which performed if they performed alone.  

 

Table 2. Evaluation process 

Seq. Factors 
Proposed 

Method 
Others (LL, RR, OU, ME and PP) 

1 Security High Low 

2 Complex. High Low 

3 Running Time more or equal Less or equal 

4 Efficiency More Less 

6 Robustness strength 
Weak against chosen cipher text 

attack 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

  there are some conclusions that concluded by implementing a proposed hybrid text cryptography method that 

listed below: 

1. Can encrypts any spaces or special characters with sensitive information. 

2. The proposed method deals with different texts that written in English and Arabic languages.  

3. Using circular link list increases levels of security and complexity for the proposed method.  

4. Each character of sensitive information will cipher with different ciphering styles since scheduling it 

in circular link list. 

5. The power of Paillier, Rabin and Okamoto-Uchiyama is integer factorization while McElice depends 

its security on bounded decoding and goppa code distinguishability. 

6. When double link list is used, the obtained results are less efficiency than proposed method that uses 

circular link list. 

7. The proposed method is more robust than other cipher methods against a chosen cipher text attack. 

8. The execution time of the proposed method is equal the execution time of other cipher methods when 

implemented alone approximately.         
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